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Operation Break The Casanova's Heart
Summit Publishing Company Inc. 10 Things To Accomplish: Make him notice you. ? Diﬀerentiate yourself from other girls. ? Get an
invite to a date. ? Make the said date memorable. ? Make him take you seriously. ? Ensure that he’s dating you exclusively. ? Snag an
invite to meet his parents. ? Get a kiss – a sincere one. ? Be the best girlfriend he’s ever had. ? And ﬁnally, break his heart. In this
mission, there is one and only one rule you must abide: Do not fall in love. If you break this rule, the mission will be considered a
failure. Your punishment will be severe.

Dark Magic
Harper Collins Young Savannah Dubrinsky was a mistress of illusion, a world-famous magician capable of mesmerizing millions. But
there was one-Gregori, the Dark One-who held her in terrifying thrall. Whose cold silver eyes and heated sensuality sent shivers of
danger, of desire, down her slender spine. With a dark magic all his own, Gregori-the implacable hunter, the legendary healer, the
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most powerful of Carpathian males-whispered in Savannah's mind that he was her destiny. That she had been born to save his
immortal soul. And now, here in New Orleans, the hour had ﬁnally come to claim her. To make her completely his. In a ritual as old as
time . . . and as inescapable as eternity.

The Last of the Moon Girls
Lake Union Publishing A novel of secrets, memory, family, and forgiveness by the bestselling author of When Never Comes. Lizzy
Moon never wanted Moon Girl Farm. Eight years ago, she left the land that nine generations of gifted healers had tended, determined
to distance herself from the whispers about her family's strange legacy. But when her beloved grandmother Althea dies, Lizzy must
return and face the tragedy still hanging over the farm's withered lavender ﬁelds: the unsolved murders of two young girls, and the
cruel accusations that followed Althea to her grave. Lizzy wants nothing more than to sell the farm and return to her life in New York,
until she discovers a journal Althea left for her--a Book of Remembrances meant to help Lizzy embrace her own special gifts. When
she reconnects with Andrew Greyson, one of the few in town who believed in Althea's innocence, she resolves to clear her
grandmother's name. But to do so, she'll have to decide if she can accept her legacy and whether to follow in the footsteps of all the
Moon women who came before her.

Game Slaves
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A highly intelligent group of video game enemy non-player characters (NPC) begins to doubt they are
merely codes in a machine, and their search for answers leads them to a gruesome discovery.

Jack of Kinrowan
Jack the Giant-Killer and Drink Down the Moon
Macmillan The two stories of Jacky Rowan are combined into one volume, which tells the complete story of how she is dumped into the
perilous land of the Faerie and how her enslavement is broken by a young ﬁddler. Reprint. 20,000 ﬁrst printing.
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Moving Into My Ex's House Book 1 and 2
Summit Publishing Company Inc. Just when nothing was going her way, Georgina gets a blast from the past. She’s homeless, cashstrapped, and helpless when her ex-boyfriend, Dwight, unexpectedly oﬀers to let her live in his house, even after the unpleasant
circumstances that once broke them apart. She knows for sure that this should have been a temporary setup, but she suddenly ﬁnds
herself agreeing to marry Dwight and move into his mother’s house a year later. And she realizes that that one moment of weakness
has ﬁnally brought her a lifetime of happiness with the man she loves—and misery with a monstrous mother-in-law.

The Phantom Prince
My Life with Ted Bundy, Updated and Expanded Edition
Abrams The inspiration for the ﬁve-part Amazon Original docuseries Ted Bundy: Falling for a Killer This updated, expanded edition of
The Phantom Prince, Elizabeth Kendall’s 1981 memoir detailing her six-year relationship with serial killer Ted Bundy, includes a new
introduction and a new afterword by the author, never-before-seen photos, and a startling new chapter from the author’s daughter,
Molly, who has not previously shared her story. Bundy is one of the most notorious serial killers in American history and one of the
most publicized to this day. However, very rarely do we hear from the women he left behind—the ones forgotten as mere footnotes in
this tragedy. The Phantom Prince chronicles Elizabeth Kendall’s intimate relationship with Ted Bundy and its eventual unraveling. As
much as has been written about Bundy, it’s remarkable to hear the perspective of people who shared their daily lives with him for
years. This gripping account presents a remarkable examination of a charismatic personality that masked unimaginable darkness.

The Woman Who Had Two Navels and Tales of the
Tropical Gothic
Penguin Celebrating the centennial of his birth, the ﬁrst-ever U.S. publication of Philippine writer Nick Joaquin’s seminal works, with a
foreword by PEN/Open Book Award–winner Gina Apostol A New York Times Book Review Editor's Choice Nick Joaquin is widely
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considered one of the greatest Filipino writers, but he has remained little-known outside his home country despite writing in English.
Set amid the ruins of Manila devastated by World War II, his stories are steeped in the post-colonial anguish and hopes of his era and
resonate with the ironic perspectives on colonial history of Gabriel García Márquez and Mario Vargas Llosa. His work meditates on the
questions and challenges of the Filipino individual’s new freedom after a long history of colonialism, exploring folklore, centuries-old
Catholic rites, the Spanish colonial past, magical realism, and baroque splendor and excess. This collection features his best-known
story, “The Woman Who Had Two Navels,” centered on Philippine emigrants living in Hong Kong and later expanded into a novel, the
much-anthologized stories “May Day Eve” and “The Summer Solstice” and a canonic play, A Portrait of the Artist as Filipino. As
Penguin Classics previously launched his countryman Jose Rizal to a wide audience, now Joaquin will ﬁnd new readers with the ﬁrst
American collection of his work. Introduction and Suggestions for Further Reading by Vicente L. Rafael For more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series
to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as upto-date translations by award-winning translators.

The Man With the Golden Torc
Penguin New York Times bestselling author Simon Green introduces a new kind of hero, one who ﬁghts the good ﬁght against some
very old foes in the ﬁrst novel in the Secret Histories series. The name’s Bond. Shaman Bond. Actually, that's just his cover. His real
name is Eddie Drood, but when your job includes a license to kick supernatural arse on a regular basis, you ﬁnd your laughs where
you can. For centuries, his family has been the secret guardian of Humanity, all that stands between all of you and all of the really
nasty things that go bump in the night. As a Drood ﬁeld agent he wore the golden torc, he killed monsters, and he protected the
world. He loved his job. Right up to the point where his own family declared him rogue for no reason. Now, the only people who can
help Eddie prove his innocence are the people he used to consider his enemies...

These Divided Shores
HarperCollins A thrilling sequel to These Rebel Waves—full of deadly magic, double crosses, and a revolution—from Sara Raasch, the
New York Times bestselling author of the Snow Like Ashes series. Perfect for fans of Shannon Hale, Leigh Bardugo, and Marissa Meyer.
As a child, she committed unforgivable acts to free Grace Loray from King Elazar of Argrid. Now Elazar’s plan to retake the island has
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surpassed Lu’s darkest fears: He’s holding her and his son, Ben, captive in an endlessly shifting prison, forcing them to make a
weapon that will guarantee Elazar’s success. Escape is impossible—unless Lu becomes the ruthless soldier she hoped never to be
again. Vex failed to save Lu and Ben—and that torments him as much as his Shaking Sickness. With the disease worsening, Vex
throws himself into the rebellion against Argrid. The remaining free armies are allied with the stream raider syndicates—and getting
them to cooperate will take a strength Vex thought burned on a pyre six years ago. Imprisoned, betrayed, and heartbroken, Ben is
determined to end his father’s rampage. Watching Elazar sway the minds of Grace Loray as he did those of Argrid, Ben knows he has
to play his father’s game of devotion to win this war. But how can a heretic prince defeat the Pious God? As armies clash and magic
rises, Lu, Vex, and Ben will confront their pasts . . . or lose their futures forever.

My Prince
Psicom Publishing Inc Published by Psicom Publishing

Knight in Shining Suit
GET Up, GET EVEN and GET a BETTER MAN
Createspace Independent Pub Sometimes, getting over pain and betrayal means Getting Up, Getting Even and Getting a Better Man!
Astrid has planned out her perfect wedding. That is before she found out that her ﬁance, Bryan, is cheating on her with her cousinslash-best-friend-slash-maid-of-honor, Geena. Worse, Bryan got Geena pregnant. Just when Astrid thought it couldn't get any worse,
she received an invitation telling her that her Fairy Tale wedding will happen exactly the way she planned it. Except that she is no
longer going to be the bride! So when her parents urged her to attend the wedding "as family," she planned the perfect revenge. She
hired Ryder, the smoking hot bartender she met, to pretend to be the perfect Prince Charming--rich, smart and totally in love with her.
Ryder pulled oﬀ the role quite well. And soon, everybody thought Astrid was really with a smoking hot guy who wears expensive suits
on a daily basis, drives a luxurious sports car, and is totally in love with her. Ryder pulled oﬀ the role quite well. And soon, everybody
thought Astrid was really with a smoking hot guy who wears expensive suits on a daily basis, drives a luxurious sports car, and is
totally in love with her. Astrid invented the perfect guy every girl would kill to date, and every ex-boyfriend would hate to be
compared with. Or did she really just invent him? What if she really did kiss a frog and tamed a beast? And her quest for revenge was
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really the start of her happily ever after?

My Prince 1
Psicom Publishing Inc PSicom Publihsing Inc

My prince
Book one and book two
BOOK 2: Arcie Morales ﬁnally found her prince. Pero para sa isang mala-fairy tale na kuwento, hindi puwedeng happily ever after
agad. Paano kung dumating ang past ng kanyang prinsipe at guluhin nito ang lahat? Idagdag mo pa ang knight in shining armour niya
na nasa katauhan ng kanyang best friend na matagal na palang in love sa kanya. Sa bawat fairy tale, ang prinsipe ay para sa isang
prinsesa. Pero sa mala-fairy tale na kuwentong ito, wala pa ring kasiguraduhan kung sino ang para kanino.

The Orsini Bride
Summit Publishing Company Inc. “I need you to ﬁnd me a bride.” Marco Orsini demanded this from the etiquette teacher, Francesca
Marcolini. His grandfather’s mandate was simple: Present a bride on the day of his 86th birthday—and thereby secure the continuity
of his clan and the massive Orsini empire—or he will be disinherited. But Marco doesn’t want just any woman. He wants the perfect
woman, and he knew that only Francesca can help him ﬁnd the perfect bride. She had all the connections to the best women in Italian
society after all—She may have even taught them in the ways of the social graces, which intrigues Marco. The two will go to great
lengths to ﬁnd the perfect woman, but how far must they search to ﬁnd the perfect Orsini bride?

My Prince (new
Psicom Publishing Inc Published by Psicom Publishing Inc
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The Hollow Chocolate Bunnies of the Apocalypse
Eddie Bear
Gollancz A hilarious comic fantasy from the bestselling cult creator of the Brentford Triangle Trilogy Once upon a time Jack set out to
ﬁnd his fortune in the big city. But the big city is Toy City, formerly known as Toy Town, and it has grown considerably since the good
old days and isn't all that jolly any more. And there is a serial killer loose on the streets. The old, rich nursery rhyme characters are
being slaughtered one by one and the Toy City police are getting nowhere in their investigations. Meanwhile, Private Eye Bill Winkie
has gone missing, leaving behind his sidekick Eddie Bear to take care of things. Eddie may be a battered teddy with an identity crisis,
but someone's got to stop the killer. When he teams up with Jack, the two are ready for the challenge. Not to mention the heavy
drinking, bad behaviour, car chases, gratuitous sex and violence, toy fetishism and all-round grossness along the way. It's going to be
an epic adventure!

The New Guy (and Other Senior Year Distractions)
Poppy Filled with romance, rivalry, and passive-aggressive dog walking, Amy Spalding delivers a hilariously relatable story about how
even the best-laid plans sometimes need to be rewritten. What's the only thing that could derail overachiever Jules's perfect senior
year? Alex Powell--former member of boy-band sensation Chaos 4 All and newest transfer to Eagle Vista Academy. Alex seems cool
enough when he starts spending time with Jules. In fact, he turns out to be quite the romantic (not to mention a killer kisser). And after
getting over the initial shock that someone like Alex might actually like like her, Jules accepts that having a boyfriend could be a nice
addition to her packed schedule. That is, until Alex commits the ultimate betrayal, which threatens to ruin her high school career, and
possibly her entire future. This. Means. War.

Starring Me
Thomas Nelson Kara McKormick is told she’s auditioning to star in a new teen variety show. It’s what she isn’t told that could change
her life. The feisty New Yorker moves to sunny Orlando to participate in a month-long audition, where she’ll live with nine other
contestants and an eccentric housemother. Kara knows that the show already has a big-time celebrity lined up for the co-host, but she
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doesn’t know who it is. Chad Beacon quickly rose to fame after winning America’s Next Star, but he doesn’t want his entire career to
be about singing. There is so much more he wants to do—like act. The new variety show sounds like the perfect next step for him, but
his parents want him to have a co-star who shares his faith since they’ll be spending so much time together. Acting is high on Kara’s
priority list. But a relationship with God? Not so much. But God is after Kara’s heart and He’s put people in her life who are showing
her there’s far more to Christianity than rules and judgment. And just when it seems that Kara’s going to have to give up her acting
dream, God reveals that she may have a starring role after all—in a story so big only He could write it. “Spunky chick meets dreamy
boy and auditions for a teen version of Saturday Night Live. What’s not to love?” —Shannon Dittemore, author of Angel Eyes “Ripe
with the glitz and glamour of celebrity, the drive of ambition, and the angst of peer pressure, Starring Me is the perfect book for
teenage girls.” —Nicole O’Dell, author of The Diamond Estates series

Wildﬁre In His Arms
Simon and Schuster A gunﬁghter running from his past ﬁnds his future when he escorts a beautiful outlaw to her hanging.

Vintage Murakami
Vintage Vintage Readers are a perfect introduction to some of the greatest modern writers presented in attractive, accessible
paperback editions. “Murakami’s bold willingness to go straight over the top is a signal indication of his genius. . . . A world-class
writer who has both eyes open and takes big risks.” —The Washington Post Book World Not since Yukio Mishima and Yasunari
Kawabata has a Japanese writer won the international acclaim enjoyed by Haruki Murakami. His genre-busting novels, short stories
and reportage, which have been translated into 35 languages, meld the surreal and the hard-boiled, deadpan comedy and delicate
introspection. Vintage Murakami includes the opening chapter of the international bestseller Norwegian Wood; “Lieutenant Mamiya’s
Long Story: Parts I and II” from his monumental novel The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle; “Shizuko Akashi” from Underground, his non-ﬁction
book on the Toyko subway attack of 1995; and the short stories “Barn Burning,” “Honeypie.” Also included, for the ﬁrst time in book
form, the short story, “Ice Man.”
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On the Origin of Species
The Science Classic
John Wiley & Sons A new, deluxe hardcover edition of one of the most important scientiﬁc works ever written In December 1831,
Charles Darwin boarded the HMS Beagle, accompanying her crew on a ﬁve-year journey that crossed the Atlantic Ocean to survey the
coasts of South America. As the expedition’s geologist and naturalist, Darwin collected evidence from the Galapagos Islands and other
locations which prompted him to speculate that species evolve over generations through a process of natural selection. In 1859,
Darwin published On the Origin of Species, a work of scientiﬁc literature considered to be the foundation of evolutionary biology. His
revolutionary work presented evidence from the Beagle expedition as well as from years of subsequent research and experimentation.
Written for non-specialists, Darwin’s book gained widespread interest from the scientiﬁc community, religious leaders, politicians and
the general public. The theory Darwin presented in his book quickly became the subject of heated debate and discussion. Now
accepted by the scientiﬁc community, Darwin’s concepts of evolutionary adaptation via natural selection are central to modern
evolutionary theory and form the foundation of modern life sciences. Perhaps the most transformative scientiﬁc volume ever
published, this volume of the ﬁrst edition of On the Origin of Species: Outlines Darwin’s ideas, scientiﬁc inﬂuences and the core of his
theory Details natural selection and address possible objections to the theory Examines the fossil record and biogeography to support
evolutionary adaptation Features a "Recapitulation and Conclusion" which reviews key concepts and considers the future relevance of
Darwin’s theory On the Origin of Species: The Science Classic is an important addition to the bestselling Capstone Classics series
edited by Tom Butler-Bowdon. It includes an insightful Introduction from leading Darwin scholar Dr John van Wyhe of the University of
Singapore, which presents new research and an oﬀers an original perspective on Darwin and his famous work. This high-quality,
hardcover volume is a must-have for readers interested in science and scientiﬁc literature, particularly evolutionary theory and life
sciences.

Opposite of You
Stripes Publishing A gripping psychological thriller for YA readers. Some bonds should never be broken… Bex and Naomi are identical
twins. They used to be inseparable and play games pretending that they knew just what the other was thinking. But things have
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changed as they’ve got older and the twins aren'tas close as they used to be. Then Naomi goes missing and all of a sudden their
childhood games take on a whole new meaning. Bex knows more about what’s going on with Naomi than seems possible. No one
understands Naomi like she does and now her twin sister needs help. Perfect for fans of Sophie McKenzie, Anne Cassidy and C.J.
Daugherty.

At Close Range
Simon and Schuster New York Times bestselling author Laura Griﬃn “delivers the goods” (Publishers Weekly) again with the eleventh
title in the gritty, heart-pounding Tracers series. When a lakeside tryst ends in a double murder, police detective Daniele Harper
arrives on the scene determined to get answers. Clues are everywhere, but nothing adds up. Dani turns to the Delphi Center crime lab
for help, but soon regrets it when her secret attraction to their chief ﬁrearms examiner threatens to distract her from the most
important case of her career. As a ballistics expert and former Navy SEAL, Scott Black knows ﬁrearms, and he knows he can help Dani
unravel her case. Scott has managed to hide his interest in his best friend’s younger sister for years, but when her investigation brings
them together, the sparks between them quickly burn out of control. Scott resolves to keep his hands oﬀ Dani and his eyes on the
goal—identifying a killer. But when that killer zeroes in on her, all bets are oﬀ. There isn’t a line Scott won’t cross to convince Dani to
trust him so that he can help her take down a ruthless murderer who has her in his sights.

Sad Girls
Andrews McMeel Publishing School is almost out for Audrey, but the panic attacks are just beginning. Because Audrey told a lie and
now her classmate, Ana, is dead. Just as her world begins to spin out of control, Audrey meets the enigmatic Rad – the boy who could
turn it all around. But will their ill-timed romance drive her closer to the edge?

Immortal Beloved
Little Brown & Company After seeing her best friend, a Dark Immortal called Incy, torture a human with magick, Nastasya, a spoiled
party girl, enters a home for wayword immortals and ﬁnally begins to deal with life, even as she learns that someone wants her dead.
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Glass Sneakers
Summit Publishing Company Inc. Princess is the last word that George McAlden would attach to her own name. She doesn’t have the
poise, the ﬁnesse, and even the girly name required for the job. In fact, one look at her only pair of shoes—old boyish sneakers—gives
her true pedigree away. Try styling those shoes with a tiara! And yet she ﬁnds herself thrown into the glittering and messy world of
the Kingdom of Triavia’s court life when she takes on the job of princess-in-training who will be betrothed to Prince Arthur Luke D.
Chateaubriand, the royal family’s youngest and most infamous son. All George ever wanted was a steady job to earn enough to live
by. Maybe “princess” is the job she’s been looking for all along. Well, you know what they say. If the glass sneakers ﬁt…

Earth Awakens: Prophecy 2012 - 2030
Rj Communications This book explores the most likely scenarios unfolding on Earth between 2012 and 2030 and includes practical
ways to bring about the Golden Age long prophesied for Earth.

The Terrors of the Night
Penguin UK '...dreaming of bears, or ﬁre, or water...' The greatest of Elizabethan pamphleteers, Nashe had a magical ability with
words, never more so than in The Terrors of the Night, where he mulls over ghosts, demons, nightmares and the supernatural.
Introducing Little Black Classics: 80 books for Penguin's 80th birthday. Little Black Classics celebrate the huge range and diversity of
Penguin Classics, with books from around the world and across many centuries. They take us from a balloon ride over Victorian
London to a garden of blossom in Japan, from Tierra del Fuego to 16th century California and the Russian steppe. Here are stories
lyrical and savage; poems epic and intimate; essays satirical and inspirational; and ideas that have shaped the lives of millions.
Thomas Nashe (1567-?1601). Nashe's The Unfortunate Traveller and Other Works is available in Penguin Classics.

Rogue's Salute
Harlequin At ease making life-and-death decisions between breaths, maître d'armes Nicholas Pasquale proposes marriage to a
beautiful and desperate stranger, a woman who oﬀers comfort to his irascible young charge and calmly tells him the boy needs a
mother. It is a challenge he can't resist. Nor can Juliette Armant. Though pledged to the church since infancy, she's been summoned to
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save her family in the only way possible…by marriage. Once she is wed, she will claim an ancestral marriage chest—and protect its
secret contents from the dubious intent of her twin sister, who wants the treasure all to herself. Juliette never dreamed such a
practical arrangement would explode with heady desire when a rogue's kiss unleashes the sensual woman within. But someone is
determined to stop the wedding, willing to go to desperate lengths to claim the chest, plunging Juliette into a ﬁght to claim a legacy
and a love worth any price.

No Such Thing as the Real World
Harper Collins Graduation from high school? A senior thesis? A betrayal by someone you love? A loss of innocence? The death of a
parent? Losing the family you always wished you had? Facing a harsh reality? What's the line that separates childhood from the "real
world"? And what happens when it's nothing you imagined it would be? Do you want to be a published author? The editors at
HarperCollins invite you to submit a short story about a character who has to face the "real world" for the ﬁrst time. The story must
involve a single, life-changing event. First prize is the opportunity to be published alongside your favorite authors in the paperback
edition of the No Such Thing as the Real World collection. All stories must be between 5,000 and 10,000 words long, and all
contributing authors must be between fourteen and nineteen years old.

Top Secret Smackdown (Mac B., Kid Spy #3)
Scholastic Inc. Mac B. is back on another madcap adventure -- this time a stolen raven threatens to topple the Queen and it's up to
Mac to smackdown his KGB rival once and for all!

Match Made in Heaven Chapter 1
NETCOMICS A comical romance about a woman wanting to ﬁnd her arranged marriage partner! The self-proclaimed happy single Jiwoo
is eager to work at her grandfather's company. But her grandfather is adamant about marrying her oﬀ to his chosen candidate at his
company. Not being able to ﬁnd out who he is, she disguises herself as a man and dives into the orientation events he is attending.
Believing that the candidate might be Minwoo, a boy from her childhood, creates even more confusion about his real identity, for...
There are two men with the name Minwoo!
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The Wasties
A Novel
Vintage English professor Michael Taylor has somehow lost the ability to deal with the adult world on anything but a childish level and
has lost the ability to speak, as his wife becomes his "mother," his nurse his "nanny," as his plight becomes compounded by his own
active imagination. Reprint. 10,000 ﬁrst printing.

Something, Maybe
Simon and Schuster I wonder what it would be like to do high school things. To go out on the weekends. To kiss a guy. To have a
normal life. A real one. Everyone thinks their parents are embarrassing, but Hannah knows she's got them all beat. Her dad made a
fortune showcasing photos of pretty girls and his party lifestyle all over the Internet, and her mom was once one of her dad's
girlfriends and is now the star of her own website. After getting the wrong kind of attention for way too long, Hannah has mastered the
art of staying under the radar...and that's just how she likes it. Of course, that doesn't help her get noticed by her crush. Hannah's
sure that gorgeous, sensitive Josh is her soul mate. But trying to get him to notice her; wondering why she suddenly can't stop
thinking about another guy, Finn; and dealing with her parents make Hannah feel like she's going crazy. Yet she's determined to make
things work out the way she wants -- only what she wants may not be what she needs.... Once again, Elizabeth Scott has created a
world so painfully funny and a cast of characters so heartbreakingly real that you'll love being a part of it from unexpected start to
triumphant ﬁnish.

Queen's Orang-Utan
The Queen is terribly bored, so she asks for an orang-utan for her birthday.
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Glubbslyme
Random House 'Glubbslyme. You're magic!' When Rebecca wades into the witch's pond after a row with her best friend Sarah, she
meets a very unusual new friend - a huge, warty toad! And Glubbslyme is no ordinary toad. Hundreds of years old, he can talk and best of all - he can work magic. Maybe, just maybe, he can help Rebecca be best friends with Sarah again . . .

The Prince and the Pooch
Gareth Stevens Pub When Joe gets a chance to prove himself as coach and discovers that it is not as easy as it seems, Wishbone is
reminded of the tale in which a poor boy trades places with the crown prince of England, each one believing that the other has the
easier life.

The Lost Art of Letter Writing
Allison & Busby Ltd In a forgotten nook of Cambridge a little shop stands where thousands of sheets of beautiful paper and hundreds
of exquisite pens wait for the next person who, with Clara Cohen’s help, will express the love, despair and desire they feel to
correspondents alive, estranged or dead. Clara knows better than most the power a letter can have to turn a person’s life around, so
when she discovers a cache of wartime love letters, she follows them on the start of on a profound journey of her own.
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